A series of four 2-hour workshops on how to organise an engineering thesis chapters, how to increase the readability of your thesis, and how to include a clear argument in a thesis. Advice on the writing processes and writing strategies is covered. HDRs currently writing a thesis are encouraged to bring draft writing to each workshop and a copy of a completed thesis recommended by the supervisor. There will be opportunities for peer reviews and some feedback from the Learning Adviser conducting the workshops.

**Date:** Friday 21 September 2018 AND 5, 12, 19 October 2018
Time: 12pm - 2pm
For: Undergraduates and Postgraduates
Venue: Library Seminar Room 209

Registration: is essential via our workshop booking system.

Resources: You might also like to read our resources on writing in engineering and science

Contacts: For further information contact The Learning Centre.

See also

- All upcoming Learning Centre workshops